
Appendix: Use Case 1: URL Inventory 

Common Approach 

Five countries carried out pilots for this use case: 

 Italy 

 Bulgaria (two pilots: one using own software, one using Italian software) 

 UK 

 Netherlands 

 Poland (utilising Italian software) 

The approach of all countries followed the same basic outline: 

1. Creating a training set of enterprises with matched URLs. Only enterprises with >10 

employment were included. 

2. Utilising a web-search API to search for either the enterprise name, or the enterprise name 

followed by ‘contact’, and storing the first 10 results as ‘candidate’ websites 

3. For each candidate website, utilise web data to get details. This may be scraped data from 

the company website, the snippet from the search API result, or a ‘whois’ lookup. 

4. Using the collected data to identify websites, either using an algorithm or manually (Poland 

did not carry out this step) 

 

Details of approach and differences between countries 

1. Creating a training set 

Different countries have different availability of website data for enterprises, so different 

approaches were used. Italy utilised 73,000 URLs, taken from both their ICT survey and third-

party data. Netherlands, Bulgaria and Poland all utilised website data on their business 

register (Netherlands: 1,000 businesses, Bulgaria: 27,000 businesses). UK utilised manually-

identified websites for 300 businesses. In all cases, businesses with 10+ employment only 

were included, although Netherlands included businesses with 0-10 employment in a 

separate pilot. 

 

2. Utilising a search API 

UK, Italy, Poland and Bulgaria (in their pilot using Italian software) used the Bing search API, 

while Netherlands used the Google search API. Bulgaria, in their pilot using their own 

software, used a number of search APIs – Jbase (a Bulgarian search engine), Google and Bing 

- with the aim of evaluating differences between the APIs and language differences. All 

countries queried the API with the enterprise name, except Netherlands, who searched for 

the enterprise name followed by the string ‘contact’ in an attempt to maximize the chance 

of an address being present in the response. Poland also trialled using the company name 

and city name. 

 

 

 



3. Data collected 

Italy, Poland, the Netherlands and Bulgaria (when testing the Italian software) all used data 

scraped from the candidate websites. Netherlands also used ‘snippets’ returned by the 

search API, and relied more heavily on this data. The UK used website registrant information 

provided by a ‘whois’ lookup – all websites must provide name and address details to either 

national or global registrars. 

 

4. Website identification 

Italy and the Netherlands created, for each candidate website, features based on whether 

enterprise details could be found in the collected data. The features used by Italy were 

based on the presence of the enterprise’s telephone number, VAT code, and geographic 

details on the candidate website. Netherlands used similar features. Italy fit a logistic 

regression model with these features as independent variables, and accept/reject a website 

based on the predicted probabilities from this model. They chose a threshold predicted 

probability of 0.7, above which a candidate website is identified as a genuine match, 

resulting in recall of 66% and precision of 88%. Netherlands used a different supervised 

machine learning algorithm.  

 

In contrast, Bulgaria, in their pilot using their own software, used experts to manually 

identify businesses using the data returned by their API. The UK carried out a simple exact 

match between the enterprise postcode and the registrant postcode. Poland were simply 

concerned with evaluating the URL-searcher software, and did not carry out the website 

identification step. 

 

Summary of findings 

 Most countries were able to identify a large number of enterprise websites using the basic 

methodology of querying a search API with the enterprise and then matching web data to 

enterprise details. For example, Italy’s pilot identified 95,000 out of an estimated 130,000 

URLs before any clerical intervention. 

 

 Most countries identified both false positives (websites incorrectly identified) and false 

negatives (websites not identified), and some countries identified ‘borderline’ requiring 

clerical input. Some clerical intervention will always be required in order to build a URL 

inventory with good accuracy. 

 

 A variety of web data may be useful in choosing between candidate websites from search 

API – including data scraped directly from the websites, ‘snippets’ from search results, the 

ranking of search results, and website registration information. However, it is insufficient to 

use registration information only, meaning some data must be collected from websites. This 

means all countries interested in website identification must address the legal and ethical 

issues around web-scraping. 

 



 Where a website identification method cannot identify all enterprise websites, it is 

important to consider bias stemming the probability of any given website being identified. 

The UK pilot found that websites for businesses which conduct e-commerce were notably 

more likely to be found, which could easily cause bias in estimates. 

 

 

 Bulgaria and Poland were successful in applying the Italian URL-searching software to their 

own business data. This suggests that common approaches, and software, may be used in 

different countries to deal with identifying websites. 


